Run Report

Lunch at Meredith Hotel

13 November, 2022
Run Leader:
Back Marker:
Participants:
Lunch Only:

By: Pam Stork

Alan & Pam Stork - 1994 Volkswagen VR6 Golf
Rob Taylor - Isuzu DMax ute
Ian & Karen B - Mazda Ute, Mick & Ronda H - 2003 (??) Ford BA (??),
Dave W & Kerrie S - 2008 Suzuki SV650,
Lesley H & Martyn B - Holden Colorado Ute, Reggie P - Daily, David &
Jannette R - 1990 Mazda MX5

In the midst of the worst wet weather the east coast has seen, possibly ever!!, we managed to
keep dry on our run out to Meredith. We had a very good turn-out, considering the dire warnings
the BOM had been issuing for Sunday. Not too many of us were willing to risk bringing out our
beloved classics, but we did see a couple of “oldies” out on the day. Dave and Kerrie were
extremely brave to venture out on the Suzuki. Well done, and welcome to the “gang” Kerrie.
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Most of us met at Starbucks at Delacombe Town Centre. The coffee isn’t the greatest, and the
hot chocolates are mildly warm, but it still makes for a good departure point, having petrol at
the 7/Eleven, and if they are not out of order, toilets at Starbucks.
Around 10:30 we headed off up the B160, turning off at Bells Road. For most of the route, the
roads were reasonable, but there were some really nasty pot holes and “gashes” that we had
to navigate our way around without bottoming out or damaging our wheels. The detour that
had been in place on the Meredith/Shelford Road last weekend when we did the reccy was no
longer required. Without the “Road Closed/Detour” signs we had expected to see, Alan almost
missed the turn off at Lower Plains Road. Fortunately, no one was too close behind, and he
didn’t create any problems when he did his “demon late braking” maneuver.
We arrived at the Meredith Hotel a bit earlier than anticipated. Reggie P was there, waiting for
us. Once inside, we found our tables, ordered our meals and waited for the rest of the gang to
arrive.
The service was excellent. The food fantastic, and we are sure everyone enjoyed themselves.
We would recommend the Meredith Hotel, and will certainly go back again in the future.
It was another fun day out with great company. Thank you everyone for joining us. It has been
a strange year, weather-wise, and has made it problematic for us to plan events, therefore we
apologise for not running the usual more interesting outings, like going to museums, places of
interest, etc., but with the dodgy weather, it’s just not worth trying for something too complex if
we can’t get the numbers coming along. Hopefully next year will see some type of normality
returned to our world.
Having said that, we have been getting reasonable numbers on our runs, which says a lot for
our wonderful members who continue to support CRD, come rain, hail or COVID!! Thank you,
you are the best people.
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I warned you Martyn that I would publish this photo of
you. LOL. Great to see you and Lesley having fun.

Alan and I have been doing a bit of number crunching, and given that there are a few financial members
who have never turned up to an event, we feel we may be able to increase our membership cap to 60.
Whilst we don’t have any specific rules about participation, it is always nice to catch up with our people.
This is something we will discuss at committee level and will report back ASAP. We do have a couple of
people on the waiting list, and it seems a shame to not let them join in the fun and get their classics
permitted and out on the roads. Let us know what you think, are our numbers on events okay?? Could we
have a few more come along without it becoming too difficult to manage? We have had over 20 vehicles
on an outing in the past, but more recently we are averaging around five to ten, which makes us think that
one or two more would be fine.
Our Next Combined Event - Sunday 11 December - Christmas Special - Details Available ASAP
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Alan will most likely be setting up a site at the swap meet.
If anyone else is interested, or wishes to arrange a ride/drive
over to Llanelly on the day, contact
Alan - Mobile: 0401 995 061
Email: classicridesdrivesclub@gmail.com
Thank you Lesley & Martyn for providing this information

For the more adventurous amongst us, Rob Taylor
has provided this interesting flyer for the Top
Mountain Motorcycle Museum in Austria.
If anyone travels overseas and visits the museum,
please send us a report and heaps of pictures.
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Alan is planning a special motorcycle event for
Saturday 26th November, 2022
Keep an eye on your emails and Facebook for updates
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Note: December’s Motorcycle Only Run will be conducted on
Tuesday 27 December, 2022 - Boxing Day Public Holiday
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